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LIBERALISATION: Liberalisation of the economy means freedom of the producing units from direct or physical  

Controls imposed by the Government 

ECONOMIC REFORMS UNDER LIBERALISATION: 

Liberalisation include the following reforms: 

1. INDUSTRIAL SECTOR REFORMS 

2. FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS 

3. FISCAL REFORMS 

4. EXTERNAL SECTOR REFORMS 

1. INDUSTRIAL SECTOR REFORMS: 

A. Abolition of industrial licensing: 

In July 1991, a new industrial policy was announced. It abolished the requirement of licensing except for the  

Following five industries;   a)Liquor    b) cigarette    c) Defence equipments     d) Industrial explosives   and                       

e) chemicals 

B. Contraction of Public Sector: 

Under the new industrial policy the number of industries reserved for the public sector was reduced from 17 

To 8. In the year 2010-11 the number of these industries was reduced to two and they are 1) ATOMIC ENERGY 

And 2) RAILWAYS. 

C. De-reservation of Production Areas: 

Many production areas which were earlier reserved for Small Scale Industries were de-reserved. Now they  

can be started and run by the other sectors . the forces of market were allowed to determine the allocation of  

Resources. 

D. Expansion of Production Capacity: 

Earlier to the New Economic Policy the production capacity was linked with licensing. Now freedom was given   

to the producer to decide ‘what to produce and how much to produce’. The producer can decide depending  

 Upon the market conditions. 

E. Freedom to Import Capital Goods: 

 Now producers can import capital goods and technology from other countries without any permission from 

the Government . they can enter into international agreements for the import of technology. 



2. FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS:                                                                                                                                                                                 

In India financial sector is regulated and controlled by RBI.    The following reforms were initiated: 

1. Change in the role of Reserve Bank of India. 

 Liberalisation has changed the role of RBI from  ‘a regulator’ to ‘a facilitator’ of the financial sector. 

As a regulator RBI was deciding the interest rate structure for the commercial banks, but now as a facilitator  

The interest rate is decided by the free play of market forces and competition. Now, competition rules the 

decision making. 

2. Competition from New Private Sector Banks. 

The banking sector was opened for the private sector. This led to increase in the competition and expansion 

Of services for the consumers. 

3. FISCAL REFORMS: 

Fiscal reforms are concerned with the reforms in government’s taxation and public expenditure policies. 

The following reforms were introduced in this sector: 

1. Simplified Income Tax structure: 

Income Tax is a direct tax.  Prior to 1991, the income tax rates were very high and tax structure was also very  

Complicated. The fiscal policy reforms simplified the tax structure and also reduced the rates to a very large  

 extent. This educed Tax Evasion and increased government’s revenue. 

2. Implementation of GST: 

Instead of so many indirect taxes at different levels of production, the government introduced GST, which is 

a single indirect tax on the final product. It brought about a uniform tax system all over the country.  

4.EXTERNAL SECTOR REFORMS :  The external sector reforms include:  

                  1)FOREIGN EXCHANGE REFORMS 

                  2)FOREIGN TRADE POLICY REFORMS 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REFORMS: 

1. Devaluation of rupee: 

Devaluation means a fall in the value of rupee against some foreign currency. In 1991, the rupee was  

devalued to increase the country’s exports and to discourage imports. 

2. Determination of exchange rate by the market forces: 

The exchange rate was to be determined by the market forces of demand and supply of foreign exchange. 

The government was to have very little control over the exchange rate. 

TAX EVASION: THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF TAXES IN OUR COUNTRY, DIRECT TAX AND INDIRECT TAX. TAXES  

ARE AN IMPORTANT SOURCES OF REVENUE FOR THE GOVERNMENT. THE NON PAYMENT OF TAX BY  THE  

TAXPAYER IS CALLED TAX EVASION. IT IS A LOSS TO THE GOVERNMENT. 
                                       THIS CONTENT WAS COMPLETELY DEVELOPED FROM HOME.   MGN. 



 


